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Hello again everyone.
Firstly, I must apologise for the
oversight on my part by omitting, in
our previous newsletter, our
congratulations to WGCDR (AAFC)
Dee Smith on being appointed
Officer Commanding No. 4 Wing.
We wish Dee well in her future
endeavours and we assure the Wing
of the continued support of the
ATC/AAFC Branch to the best of our
abilities whenever and however we
can to the benefit of all of the Victorian Squadrons.
It is, with pleasure, that we extend a warm welcome to our 5
newest members, those being Troy Vitagilano, Peter Johnson
who, in his younger days was a former cadet in Queensland and
later served in the RAAF and his wife, Robyn whose father was
also a serving member of the RAAF for almost 40 years.
Also welcome Susie Cohn, wife of our dutiful Editor, Ian and last
but not least, Elizabeth Vida, who is the daughter of our member
Bob Eastgate. We met Elizabeth, who was a Cadet FltSgt with 16
Flight AirTC at Essendon from 1987 ‘til 1994, at a recent Branch
Luncheon when she accompanied her father as a visitor.
Elizabeth now resides in NSW and so joins the Branch as another
of our interstate members.
We hope that they enjoy their membership of the Air Force
Association and look forward to seeing more of them at our social
gatherings.
Our member John Currie, who has his finger on the pulse of our
“ATC/AAFC National Memorabilia Collection” up at the Benalla
Aerodrome, has mentioned an anticipated new extended display
cabinet for the Museum.
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President’s Message – continued from page 1
The specially built cabinet, which I believe will be of a “walk-through” design, should eventually
provide the opportunity for more uniforms etc. to come out of storage and be displayed. This is rather
exciting news and we hope to be able to advise further on this as more information comes to hand.
Notice of our forthcoming Christmas Luncheon, to be held at Box Hill RSL on Sunday the 16th of
December will be distributed shortly. As in the past, the minimum number required for us to have this
function is 50.
In closing, there are still a few members whom, it would appear, have forgotten their well overdue
Branch Membership renewal and we would greatly appreciate their advice or intentions. Could you
please give me a call?
Best wishes to all,
Laurie.
0412 505 887
__________________________________________________________________________________

AAFC News · https://www.facebook.com/4wg.aafc/
407 and 416 combined SQNs cadets have been busy learning some new skills.

FIRST AID ELECTIVE // NEW SKILLS 416SQN
407 Squadron & 416SQN cadets undertaking their first aid course. In this scenario, there are a few
snake bites and embedded object wounds being treated by our troops as they apply their training to their
fellow peers.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

August 2018 Meeting

September 2018 Meeting
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Member Story – Laurie Bell
Vultee Vengeance crash North Melbourne, 4th Sept, 1943.
At long last I decided to see what I could find on the internet in the way of a report on this incident,
which, although I was just one month short of my 6th birthday at the time, has always been a vivid,
detailed memory to me. The aircraft going overhead at very low altitude in the inverted attitude, trailing
a whisp of smoke and the engine's screaming whine, has stuck with me.
At the time the aircraft appeared to be not too far a distance from our house situated at No.49 Victoria
Street, Newmarket ( in the Flemington District). Across the road opposite was a completely vacant area
known as Debney's Paddock, which I believe had originally been a tip, so the view across to where the
aircraft was eventually lost to sight must have been very close to the crash site.
I can recall hearing the sound of its impact and seeing the resultant pillar of smoke. We, the family,
immediately headed in the direction of the smoke, and finally arrived at the bridge over the Moonee
Ponds Creek near the Macaulay railway station. From the bridge we could see the factory, which was
situated over the other side of the railway line, with a massive hole in the roof and smoke pouring out of
it, no flames.
Over the years I've often related this story to others who have always seemed to have been unaware of
this incident, and I was very pleased to see that a plaque has been placed in recognition of this most
unfortunate event. I intend to visit the site again in the near future to pay homage to those men who lost
their lives that day and reflect.
Laurie Bell
For further information refer to https://www.ozatwar.com/ozcrashes/vic129.htm

The memorial plaque near Macauley Railway Station
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Branch Events – 2018
ATC/AAFC Branch dates to remember for year 2018.
Friday, October 5th………

Branch Luncheon, Box Hill RSL.

Sunday, October 7th………

4 Wing, AAFC Annual Parade, Point Cook.

Friday, November 2nd……

Branch Luncheon, Box Hill RSL.

Sunday, November 4th……

AFA’s WW1 Commemoration Service @ Point Cook

Sunday, December 16th……

Branch Christmas Luncheon, Upton Room, Box Hill RSL.

Welfare Report - from Hugh Tank.
News of our members.
TONY PILLI : Has undergone a major medical procedure. We wish Tony a speedy recovery.
AUDREY STEER : Has moved to a retirement village in Doncaster. I visited Audrey recently and spent
an hour with her.
BRIAN ALEXANDERSON : Is now at a retirement village in Montrose. The first time I visited Brian ,
he said “ I know that badge “ ( I had never met him before ) . He was referring to the Gold ATC badge
on my jacket. We had a long Talk on his involvement with No. 1 Flight ATC “ Frognall” Camberwell ,
where I did a course on radar.

AAFC/AIRTC Historical Items
Please send in any of your old ATC/AAFC photographs with a small explanation of the circumstances.
A picture is worth a thousand words.
Heard of the Air Training Corps/AAFC Memorabilia Collection? Located at Benalla Aviation Museum
at Benalla Airport in Victoria, this display is highly recommended for a group visit.
See more at www.benallaaviationmuseum.org.au/
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Books
Spotlight On Northrop F-5E & F-5F Tiger II
Review by John Baxter
A new release by Stratus/Mushroom Models Publications
in their ‘Spotlight On’ series is this one on the Northrop F5E and F-5F. Basically an illustrations book, it features 42
A4 sized (landscape) colour cgi profiles, in a superb
manner. There is a single page of text in the intro and then
it’s into the artwork.
The artist is Alexandre Guedes of Sao Paulo, Brazil. You
can view his Facebook page, Illustrated Aviation, to see a
sample of his work (and also place an order for his aircraft
profile illustrations if you wish).
For the modeller in particular, this title showcases F-5s
from the air forces of the United States (plus US Navy),
Mexico, Switzerland, Yemen, Brazil, Singapore, Morocco,
Chile, Malaysia, Honduras, Indonesia, Kenya, Taiwan,
Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, Iran and Thailand – and there are
some quite colourful and very different variations for some
quite eye catching models.
Produced as a laminated cover edition, it continues the
quite high standard of artworks you would expect from
Stratus/MMP. And it’s all reproduced on quality stock
giving clarity and detail that’s truly exceptional. It’s predominantly a modeller’s book but any
aviation enthusiast should enjoy the illustrative content.
It’s available from Platypus Publications in NSW, a company renown for bringing into Australia so
many unusual or eastern European publications not readily found here. Contact Ley at
platypuspubs@y7mail.com . It sells for just $34 plus postage.
Many thanks to Ley Reynolds for the review copy. ISBN 9788365281593.

Member Story – from Ian Cohn
The Record that got away
In 1994 I accepted redundancy from QANTAS after refusing to relocate to Sydney. This was a shock to
my system both socially and financially, and, with Australia still in the aftermath of the recession, I did
not seem to have prospects of further employment. I accepted very part time work with RMIT
University lecturing aeronautical engineering students on airline operations. This ended after six months
and I thought that I had retired at the age of 52 at the end of 1994, and was just getting into thinking
about getting used to retirement mode.
However, retirement was put on hold when I had an offer from Fred Orford, Ansett Senior Performance
Engineer, of a short term six months contract with Ansett Airlines to fill a temporary vacancy in their
Aircraft Performance Engineering section. I settled into this work enthusiastically, and it was interesting
to compare the environment with that of Australian Airlines/QANTAS.
It soon became apparent that there was a possible opportunity to dabble in more World record attempts,
because Ansett had a program of Airbus A320 deliveries from Toulouse in France to Melbourne. So I
started working on a World record distance plan acknowledging the usual constraints of no funding, and
more or less direct routing Toulouse to Melbourne.
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An Ansett A-320
Since it was winter in the southern hemisphere, the jet streams of the roaring forties could be counted on
to provide very significant tailwind components on the final leg into Melbourne. It was very apparent
that the distance record flight should go from Mauritius in the central Indian Ocean to Melbourne.
Normal A320 delivery flights went from Mauritius to Perth and then on to Melbourne. My planning
assumed an average 120 kt tailwind component, a far cry from the average 10 kt headwind I had to plan
for on the previous Australian Airlines record flight. (See August 2018 Newsletter)

Mauritius to Melbourne flight route
Ansett had a superior flight planning program that incorporated all the high altitude winds and I made
extensive use of this to prove that the flight was feasible. This program covered “pressure pattern”
routing to give the highest possible tailwind component and the optimum minimum fuel burn route. The
optimum route for the time of year was from Mauritius to the Southern ocean well south of Perth and
then up to Melbourne. This flight was planned to beat (smash) the existing record distance by around 30
percent. Because the A320 was in a higher weight category, the 1992 B737-400 Hilo to Noumea record
would not have been affected (see the August ATC/AAFC Newsletter). The Ansett management and
Flight Operations department approved the plan.
Then disaster struck.
The French Government was exploding nuclear bombs at Mururoa Atoll in French Polynesia around this
time and there was much public disturbance and criticism of the program from the Australian public,
media and the Government. The weak knee-ed Ansett management pulled the plug on the project at the
last minute to avoid having a “French” airliner attract publicity by breaking a world record.
So the delivery flight was filled up with freight and went from Mauritius to Perth. Heartily miffed, I
nevertheless did a flight plan for Mauritius to Melbourne using the forecast winds on the day. The
average wind component for Mauritius to Melbourne on that day was 125kt and the A320 would have
romped it in.
I was released by Ansett eleven months into my six months contract and that was the end of my World
record breaking career.
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Glider Absolute Height Record

Riding the wind above the Andes Mountains, an experimental glider has set a world record for highaltitude flight.
On Sept. 2, the sleek Perlan 2 glider carried two pilots to 76,100 feet, or more than 14 miles, over the El
Calafate region in southern Argentina. That’s the highest altitude ever reached by humans aboard an
unpowered fixed-wing aircraft, and one of the highest altitudes reached by an aircraft of any description.
Only spy planes and specialized balloons have flown higher.
“The biggest impression is, it's a long ways down from up here,” one of the pilots, Jim Payne, said after
the record-setting flight, which was one in a series of test flights sponsored by aerospace giant Airbus.
“The horizon starts to have a curvature in it and the sky is getting darker as we climb. … It's a fantastic
experience, once in a lifetime.”
The record eclipses one set during a previous Perlan 2 flight over El Calafate on August 28, which
reached an altitude of 65,600 feet.
But the recent outing, which took about five hours, wasn’t just about establishing bragging rights. Ed
Warnock, the aerospace engineer who heads the Perlan Project, an Oregon-based nonprofit organisation
that designed and built the $3 million glider, said data collected by the glider would help provide a better
understanding of high-altitude air currents. That could help commercial pilots avoid dangerous but
invisible regions of turbulence.
See http://perlanproject.org ,
https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/experimental-glider-smashes-record-high-altitude-flightncna907586 , and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YmBoqvv0u5k
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Space and Astronomy – from Royal Auto October 2018
THE END OF THE WORLD... OR NOT. By Perry Vlahos
This October the planets are aligning. And while doom prophets of old may have argued that because
all planets will be on the same side of the sun, the increased gravity will cause huge solar eruptions,
earthquakes and tsunamis that will destroy the earth, that's not going to happen.
However, we are going to enjoy a wonderful visual spectacle that will commence on 12 October, and be
visible for about a week and a half.
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Soon after sunset and weather permitting, you will get to see with your naked eye Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter and Saturn. The five planets will stretch out from just over the horizon in the west to high in the
northern sky. Furthermore with a telescope, you will also be able to spot Uranus and Neptune, a total of
seven planets in one evening. Finally to bag all eight just look down at your feet. How cool is that.
To help you see it all, the Astronomical Society of Victoria will set up large portable telescopes around
Melbourne. Visit asv.org.au for specific times and locations. Or head out of the city to view the planets
without light pollution.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Internet Links of Interest
RAAFA ATC/AAFC Branch page
raafavic.org.au/content/758/branch-atc-aafc
National Servicemen’s Association www.nashos.org.au/
Air Force News
www.defence.gov.au/Publications/NewsPapers/RAAF/Default.asp
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ATTENTION - ALL ADULT MEMBERS
of the

AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE CADETS
The AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION (Victorian Division) would welcome you as a member of our
Branch. As part of this proud Association with its long standing record of Service, the
ATC/AAFC Branch membership consists of former ATC, AirTC and former and currently
serving members of the AAFC. Associate memberships are available for partners.
For membership enquiries, please contact:

Laurie Bell – Branch President
Hugh Tank – Branch Secretary
43 Stenhouse Av, Brooklyn, 3012 Vic. 11 Paulette Court , Blackburn South,
03 9314 6223 or 0412 505 887
3130, Victoria.
03 9877 3424
laurieandadel@gmail.com
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General Enquiries
The Air Force Association:
03 9813 4600
office@raafavic.org.au
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